Welcome to the Challenge

Join the 13th edition of the
Nudge Global Impact Challenge
A programme about leadership,
sustainability and impact
The Nudge Global Impact Challenge is the
world’s leading impact-driven development
programme for 90 international young
professionals with a desire to ignite positive
change.
The participants work on an impact project
related to a sustainability topic of their
organisation. The Challenge equips them with
the necessary leadership skills, boosts their
personal growth and confidence and supports
them to increase the sustainability performance
of their organisation.
Participants take part in activities such as
workshops with top leadership trainers,
inspiration sessions with sustainability
experience experts, individual coaching
sessions, and teamwork in peer learning circles.

Theme 2022
The theme for this 13th Challenge
edition is Moving towards Circularity.

Visit our website

Benefits of the programme

Excellent in leadership,
sustainability and impact

Benefits for organisations
Unleash leadership potential
Accelerate bottom-up change
Attract and retain young talents
Concretise your sustainability strategy
Access to ideas, new partners, innovative thinking

Benefits for participants
Develop yourself as a leader in sustainability
Take new steps on your personal journey
Become part of a global network of change makers
Get ready to create tangible impact
Step into a strong support system

Testimonials

Hear it from participants
and managers
From managers

From participants

Blanca Brambila
Heineken, Mexico
Sustainability and CSR Manager
“Thank you so much for all the support to our
talents. I’m convinced after the Nudge Global
Impact Challenge experience, all of them have
become better persons and professionals and
the company has seen amazing results.”

Sameera Chukkapalli
Needlab, Spain
Founder Needlab and Obama Leader
“The Challenge helped me realise how
much I believe in myself and in the things
I want to achieve.”

Robert Metzke
Philips, The Netherlands
Global Head Sustainability
“A goal without a plan is just a dream. That
is why Philips embraces the Challenge as an
impact-driven leadership program for young
professionals. They get the opportunity to act
on their passion for environmental and social
issues by realizing a tangible and scalable
project that will support in activating our
strategy.”

Rick Lenior
ABN AMRO, The Netherlands
Business Developer
“The Challenge programme frequently
pulls you out of your comfort zone via the
assignments, the different perspectives
and interesting online learning sessions.”

Ken Laczynski
Philips, USA
Area Vice President, Healthcare Alliances
“From starting my own non-profit
organization, to gaining the support of
CEOs, to developing new business models,
I have truly gone beyond what I thought
Nudge would entail.”

Programme details

A quick look at the programme
The Nudge Global Impact Challenge is a six-month personal development programme about leadership,
sustainability and impact. The programme has a ‘hybrid model’. It kicks off with a live three-day event in
the Netherlands on 24, 25 and 26 October 2022. From October 2022 through March 2023, several online
sessions will be organised to support the participants on their personal and collective impact journey.
On average, participants spend about eight hours per month on the programme.

Igniting the
Challenge
ONLINE
September 23, 2022

Explanation of
Programme
Start of Collective
Journey
Managing
Expectations

Pre-Challenge
assignment
IN COMPANY
September - October 2022

Conception of
Sustainable Initiative
Sustainability Impact
Plan Development

Learning
Experience
IN THE NETHERLANDS
October 24,25 and 26, 2022

Meet up with
Participants and
Nudge Team
Learning sessions on
Systems Thinking,
Collective Leadership
and Design Thinking
Inspiration and
Networking
First one-on-one
Coaching Session with
Professional Coach
Building Communities
of Practice
Creating Peer
Learning Circles

Impact
creation
ONLINE
October 2022 - March 2023

Peer Learning
Circles
One-on-one
Coaching
Community of
Practice Meetings
Networking

Impact
celebration
ONLINE
October 2023

Joining the
2023 Challenge
Participants
Impact Pitches 2022
Participants
Celebrating Impact
with the Nudge
Network

Coffee and
Happy Hours

Sustainability
Impact Plan
IN COMPANY
October 2022 - March 2023

Realisation of
Sustainability
Impact Plan

Learn more

Apply for the Challenge

Enroll your young
professionals today
Participants
Young professionals (23 - 33 years) with at
least a bachelor’s degree or equivalent,
who have a demonstrable affinity for
sustainability, are fluent in English and
eager to make an impact.

Organisations
The organisations that take part in the
Challenge range from multinationals to
non-profits and from startups to NGOs.

Participation fee
The fee for one participant is €5.000 excl.
VAT. Accomodation, food, drinks and
travel expenses are not included in the fee.
Discounted rates apply to organisations
that enter multiple participants.

Apply before 1 July 2022
Visit our website to apply:
nudgeglobalimpactchallenge.com
Or get in touch with us:
globalchallenge@nudge.nl

Apply now

In good company

Participating companies
Over the years, these organisations have taken part in the Nudge Global Impact Challenge.

